This paper constructs a general class of two-point optimal fourthorder methods without memory for locating multiple roots of a nonlinear equation. On the basis of Kung-Traub's conjecture, we investigate the optimal convergence as well as computational properties for the class. Explicit forms of asymptotic error constants are presented to strongly verify the convergence order. A variety of numerical examples are included to verify the developed theory.
Introduction
A variety of high-order multipoint iterative methods without memory for a given nonlinear equation f (x) = 0 have been developed by many researchers such as Chen et al. [2] , Chun [3] , Dong [4] , Germani et al. [5] , Geum et al. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , Jarratt [11] , Kim [12] , Li et al. [14] , Peng et al. [15] , Sharma et al. [16] , Soleymani et al. [17] and Zhou et al. [20] . In this paper, we develop a more general family of fourth-order multiple-root finders which are of optimal order in the sense of Kung-Traub [13] . Given the multiplicity m of a root α for a nonlinear equation f (x) = 0, we propose a general class of two-point optimal fourth-order methods without memory for locating multiple roots:
where λ, a, b ∈ R are constant parameters to be chosen for fourth-order convergence and T : C → C is analytic [1] in a region containing the origin 0, while Q : C → C is analytic in a region containing ρ with ρ ∈ C as a constant satisfying
= ρ + O(e n ), e n = x n − α. By noting
and f (yn) f (xn)
= ρ + O(e n ), both Taylor expansions of T and Q about respective points 0 and ρ are useful to design fourth-order methods. In the course of development, we will get as much information about the structure of T and Q as possible, via Theorem 2.1 to be shown in Section 2. We will also derive explicitly the corresponding error equation together with the asymptotic error constant [18] in general terms.
It is clear that proposed scheme (1.1) includes many of previous researches. In 1987, Dong developed a family of third-order multiple-root finders without memory with λ = a = b = 0 and γ ∈ {0, m, with λ = a = b = 0 we can obtain higher-order multiple-root finders. In particular, for T (h) = 1 and Q(·) ∈ C 2 (R) chosen from a class of functions whose continuous derivatives exist up to the second order on R, (1.1) reduces to the special case of fourth-order multiple-root finders proposed by Zhou et al. Proposed scheme (1.1) requires three new function evaluations for f (x n ), f (x n ), f (y n ) at two points x n , y n per iteration, yielding an optimal convergence of order four, which agrees Kung-Traub's conjecture [13] that convergence order of optimal methods without memory is 2 n for at most n + 1 function evaluations per iteration. In the remaining sections, method development with convergence analysis as well as a variety of numerical experiments will be conducted to propose a new optimal family of fourth-order methods.
Method Development and Analysis
The following Theorem 2.1 best describes the method development and convergence analysis regarding proposed scheme (1.1).
Theorem 2.1 Assume that f : C → C has a multiple root α of multiplicity m for a given m ∈ N and is analytic in a region containing α.
for j = 1, 2, 3, · · · . Let x 0 be an initial guess chosen in a sufficiently small neighborhood of α for iteration scheme (1.1). Let ρ = m m+2 m−1 . Let T : C → C be analytic in a region containing the origin 0 and Q : C → C be analytic in a region containing ρ.
, then iteration scheme (1.1) defines a family of fourth-order multipoint optimal methods satisfying the error equations below: for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
1)
where
Proof. Taylor series expansion of f (x n ) about α up to (m + 4) th -order terms yields with f (α) = 0:
We also find:
For simplicity, e n will be denoted by e throughout the proof. Dividing (2.2) by (2.3) yields
with
With the aid of symbolic computation of Mathematica, we have 5) where
By use of the fact that O(v − ρ) = O(h) = O(e), a Taylor expansion of T (h) × Q(v)
about respective points h = 0,v = ρ up to the third-order terms in both variables yields: after removing terms of degree higher than 3 in e by setting T × Q j = 0 with
we obtain x n+1 in (1.1) as follows:
, we set φ 1 = 0, we immediately find that
Substituting (2.10) into φ 2 = 0 yields after simplifications: 
Similarly by substituting (2.10) and (2.12) with Y 3 = (m + 1)θ 2 2 − 2θ 3 into φ 3 = 0, we find after simplifications:
Finally by substituting (2.10), (2.12) and (2.14) with Y 3 , Y 4 into φ 4 , we find: 
Special Cases of Fourth-Order Methods
In this section, some special cases of fourth-order methods are considered from T (h)×Q(v) presented in (2.16). They include the existing optimal methods that have been developed by many researchers.
As requirements for the fourth-order convergence described in Theorem 2.1, five relations to be satisfied by T (h) × Q(v) are given below.
(3.1) With Q 0 = m chosen for convenience, it is worth to consider several interesting cases of T (h) and Q(v) as follows:
Case 1:
where parameters a i , b i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3 are to be determined later for optimal convergence of order 4. Observe that the specific form of K f (h, v) in this case immediately satisfies conditions T 2 = 0, yielding only four independent conditions, and λ = 0 must be taken in (3.1). By applying these four independent conditions in (3.1), three coefficients can be specifically solved as typically shown below.
Parameters:
We further need Q 3 and T 3 below in order to establish the asymptotic error constant in (2.15). Asymptotic error Constant:
In what follows, we list some interesting sub-cases by choosing some free parameters.
Sub-Case
− 3ρa 3 ,
Sub-Case 1C:
This sub-case was studied by Sharma et al. [16] in 2010.
Sub-Case 1D:
This sub-case was studied by Zhou et al. [20] in 2011.
Sub-Case 1E:
This sub-case was studied by Li et al. [14] in 2009.
Sub-Case 1F:
.
Q(v) = (
Case 2:
where parameters p, q, r, s, a 0 , b 0 , a 1 , b 1 are to be determined in the course of development for convergence of order 4. By applying the conditions (3.1), we can be specifically solved for coefficients typically shown below.
Parameters:
,
where parameters q, r, s, b 1 are free.
We further need Q 3 and T 3 in order to establish the asymptotic error constant.
Asymptotic error Constant:
In what follows, we list some interesting sub-cases.
Sub-Case
. Table 1 summarizes special cases with interesting forms of forms of (λ, a, b) and
with asymptotic error constants.
Numerical Results and Discussion
By use of Mathematica [19] program(Version 7), we have performed numerical experiments with 112 precision digits, being large enough to clearly observe the asymptotic error constants requiring small-number divisions and to minimize round-off errors. For accurate computation of asymptotic error constants and asymptotic order of convergence, the zero α, however, was given with 128 significant digits with the aid of Mathematica command FindRoot, whenever its exact value is not known; the error bound = 
× 10
−80 was used. Initial guesses x 0 were selected close to α to guarantee the convergence of (1.1) and to observe the convergence of the computed asymptotic error constants. All numerical experiments have been carried out on a personal computer equipped 
Here, MT:method, SC:Sub-Case,
with an AMD 3.1 Ghz dual-core processor and 64-bit Windows 7 operating system. Iterative methods SHA, ZCS, LLC, YK1, YK2, YK3 are identified as in Table 1 , in addition to the method DON defined below: As introductory examples, the following test functions F 1 (x) − F 3 (x) are checked with proposed methods YK1−YK3 to verify the fourth-order convergence of (1.1): Tables 2 lists iteration indexes n, approximate zeros x n , residual errors |f (x n )|, errors |e n | = |x n − α| and computational asymptotic error constants p |, one should not overlook that the speed of local convergence of |x n − α| is dependent on θ j , namely f (x) and α, under the given multiplicity m and order p.
Although being limited to the current test functions, YK2 has shown best accuracy for f 1 , f 2 , f 4 , f 6 , while YK1 for f 3 and YK3 for f 5 . Since computational accuracy generally depends on the iterative methods, the sought zeros and the test functions as well as close initial approximations, no iterative method always shows best accuracy for all the test functions. The efficiency indices for the proposed family of methods (1.1) are found to be 4 1/3 , being optimal in the sense of Kung-Traub and better than 4 1/4 for non-optimal scheme DON. The explicit form of error equation (2.1) ensures the convergence order of method (1.1). Various forms of T and Q of (1.1) can be used to show better accuracy and more efficient computing time than existing methods DON, SHA, ZCS, LLC. The current analysis can be extended to a development of higher-order multiple-root finders.
